Description
Sunoloy® Fluoropolymer Coating Series are unique, proprietary, custom-formulated coatings for remarkable non-stick, low friction, mechanical toughness and protection from abrasion.

Resistance to wear and permeation are equally outstanding, which makes Sunoloy® coatings suitable for a wide variety of practical applications.

Properties
Excellent Release (Non-Stick) • Low Surface Energy • Non-Wetting • No Peeling • Resist Permeation • Outstanding Protection from Abrasion • Higher Heat Stability • Ultimate Wear • FDA Approved • Multiple Color Choices

Advantages
Extend Tool Life • Ease in Cleaning • Improve Quality • Reduce Downtime • Lower Maintenance • Avoid Secondary Operations • And More

Industries Used
Thermoforming • Hot Plate Welding • Heat Sealing • Food Processing • Packaging • Molding • Paint Fixtures • Glues • Pressure Sensitive Adhesives • Anti-Weld Spatter • Medical • Automation • Industrial • And More
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